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VERMOUTH
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AlwAys gOOd.
In PIEdMOnT, wHERE
gREAT wInEs ARE bORn,
FInE VERMOUTH And sPIRITs.
La CaneLLese is the joy of a good drink,
at any time.

The old company La Canellese, on the border between Langhe and Monferrato areas, is located right 
in the area of Piedmont which has recently become a World Heritage Site for its beautiful vineyard 
landscape. In an area traditionally devoted to wine, the Sconfienza family has been working for a century 
to create aperitifs, spirits and bitters dedicated to wine and spirits lovers. Selected herbs and spices, 
traditional recipes and craftsmanship: these are the secrets of a perfect toast.
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A cEnTURy OF InnOVATIOn,
one hundred years of tradition.

Francesco Sconfienza founds La Canellese as a cooperage.

Rosa Bertello reveals her secret recipe for vermouth to her sons 
Alfredo, Edoardo and Mario. In July, Alfredo requests the license to 
produce vermouth and wine-based aperitifs.

La Canellese starts to become known for its vermouth.

Oreste Sconfienza and his children Alfredo, Bruna and Lucia 
become only owners of the family company.

The company wins Asti fa goal award as a reward for excellence 
in the local agro-industrial sector.

Alfredo, Bruna and Lucia Sconfienza.The production of barrels at the first Canellese.

Oreste Sconfienza and his children inaugurate the new seat in 
Calamandrana, designed with great attention to energy saving.

La Canellese gets NOP certification for the production of organic 
vermouth and becomes the first and only company in Italy to sell 
organic vermouth in the US.

Asti Chamber of Commerce awards a prize for Fedeltà al lavoro 
(Loyalty to Work) to La Canellese.

Asti Chamber of Commerce rewards La Canellese for its excellence 
in the territory and as an example of Italian hospitality.
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The origins of La Canellese and its fine vermouth date back to the first half 
of the twentieth century in Canelli, in the wine heart of a new Italy with a 
strong thirst for the future. It is right in the wine heart of Piedmont that 
the Sconfienzas, a family of artisan coopers, bet on the wine vocation of the 
territory and reinvented themselves, with the ambitious spirit of the people 
who rebuilt Italy in the twentieth century.

La Canellese as we know it today is the result of a successful marriage.
When Francesco Sconfienza, artisan cooper, married Rosa Bertello, he 
discovered a modern woman, always curious about new products and with 
a keen woman’s intuition about fashion. Rosa worked with Francesco in 
cooperage and devoted her spare time to a creative and alchemical passion. She 
carefully looked for local wines and exotic ingredients and refined the recipe of 
her excellent aromatized wine, her home version of vermouth, the aperitif so 
fashionable among the ladies of Piedmont. This passion captivated the whole 
family in a short time: Rosa’s three sons Alfredo, Edoardo and Mario early 
reached the decision to transform their father’s cooperage into a vermouth 
firm and to devote themselves to the passion transmitted by their mother 
Rosa.

In 1957 La Canellese began a new path, which has been continuing up to 
now through generations of passionate artisans. Alfredo, Bruna, and Lucia 
Sconfienza, descendants of Rosa and Francesco, and their father Oreste are 
now the heirs of that ancient recipe and of that unlimited curiosity that drove 
Rosa to search for inspiration from the best herbs and plants, looking for new 
captivating aromas and flavors.
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FROM A sInglE REcIPE
TO A JOInT “cOOkbOOk”.
When the most important ingredients are peopLe.

Since 1957, four generations of Sconfienzas have succeeded in running La 
Canellese, each one grateful to Rosa’s intuition but strongly determined to leave 
its mark on the company.
Decade by decade, La Canellese has increased its products. Thanks to the 
contribution of many generations working for the company, new exotic 
products were born: high quality and exclusive recipes for every toasting 
occasion.

Aperitifs pleasantly smooth and refreshing, more bitter and spicy, fragrant
and citrusy. Digestifs unique and warm, sweet and delicate.
La Canellese works to give the perfect toast to any convivial occasion, for the 
joy of meeting friends and celebrating, forgetting about thoughts, in the best 
spirits.
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Wine flavored with Artemisia is appreciated since Roman times, it crosses the 
centuries and an ancient written recipe can be found in the Sixteenth century: 
“You will crush 8 drams of Artemisia and once you’ve put it in an amphora 
wrapped in a linen cloth not too thick... You’ll fill it with most”
Delicate and classy,   vermouth as we know it today was very popular among 
the upper class of Piedmont in the Eighteenth century, the Piedmont where 
vermouth was born.
A wine to be enjoyed between meals, refined with aromatic herbs, flowers, 

fruits and roots with tonic and exciting properties, a precious
wine which was appreciated also by the most polished women
and kept conversations alive.
Vermouth, today, comes back into fashion in the most convivial moment of the 
day: cocktail hour. Rosa Bertello’s old and artisan recipe can be found in every 
bottle of La Canellese vermouth, enriched and modernized in order to meet 
the contemporary taste. Now as then it is typically Piedmontese, naturally 
fragrant and dedicated to the most discerning palates.

VERMOUTH,
THE TIMElEss ElEgAncE
OF An AncIEnT REcIPE.
La CaneLLese, the typiCaL taste of traditionaL vermouth.
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THE IMPORTAncE TO HERbORIzE In THE wORld,
CarefuLLy Choosing eaCh botaniCaL.

The secret of making a good product is to search for quality in its every single 
component. 
Every ingredient is a protagonist: each element will give in fact clear notes 
and typical unforgettable fragrances. That’s why every botanical arriving 
to La Canellese is traceable, picked at the right time in its best growing place, 

carefully dried and transported in order to preserve all the aromas and all the 
tonic and digestive properties of herbs.

yARROw cIncHOnA bARk

ROMAn wORMwOOd lIcORIcE

lAUREl clOVEs

AlPInE wORMwOOd MARJORAM

gARdEn AngElIcA cORIAndER

AbsInTHE wORMwOOd nUTMEg

dITTAny OF cRETE

cInnAMOn sAndAlwOOd

swEET ORAngE gEnTIAn

cARdAMOM sUMMER sAVORy

aChiLLea miLLefoLium CinChona suCCirubra

artemisia pontiCa gLyCyrrhiza gLabra

Laurus nobiLis syzygium aromatiCum

artemisia vaLLesiaCa origanum majorana

angeLiCa arCangeLiCa Coriandrum sativum

artemisia absinthium myristiCa fragrans

origanum diCtamus

Cinnamomum zeyLaniCum 
nees

santaLum aLbum

Citrus aurantium genziana Lutea

eLettaria Cardamomum satureja hortensis

bITTER ORAngE
Citrus aurantium
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Top quality materials selected all over the world meet at La Canellese a gentle, 
meticulous and traditional production process.
La Canellese still uses an old hammer mill to crush the herbs and all the 
essences are cold extracted: this old production method, slow and controlled, 
is able to ensure the persistence of the scents and the natural richness of the 
extracts in each bottle.

A PROdUcTIOn 
METHOd THAT FOllOws
TRAdITIOnAl RUlEs
thus preserving the CharaCteristiCs of
eaCh mediCaL herb.
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20 dd.

Botanicals are placed on a grid 
within an infuser. A hydroalcoholic 

solution drips slowly on them for 
20 days, in a continuous cycle and 
at room temperature. In this way 

all the aromatic substances are 
extracted from medicinal herbs, 

according to the traditional 
production method of vermouth 

in Piedmont.

COLD EXTRACTION
2.

utilizzando un mulino
tradizionale

che le rende polvere

GRINDING
1.

Medicinal herbs are crushed by an 
old hammer mill into a fine 

powder, ready for infusion.

10 dd.

The extract thus obtained rests for 
about 10 days, during which the 

small particles that make the 
liquid still cloudy can settle to the 

bottom of the container leaving 
the extract clean and ready

for mixing.

CLARIFICATION
3.

hydroalcoholic solution

intact herbs

powdered herbs

liquid extract

sugar

alcohol

extract

wine

powdered herbs

SECRET
EXTRACT

BLENDING
4.

Wine, alcohol and top 
quality sugar are 
blended with the 
extract following 

traditional recipes. The 
result is a solution 
containing all the 

ingredients.

+

REFRIGERATION
5.

The blend of the extract, wine, 
alcohol and sugar is brought to 

low temperature in a steel vessel: 
all the solid particles drop to the 

bottom of the tank and the 
solution becomes clear

FILTRATION
6.

The solution passes through a 
panel filter (replacing the old 

traditional filter-bags) that
holds all the solid substances still 
contained in the liquid and makes 

the product clear, ready for the 
aging process.

AGING
7.

The solution, clear and filtered, is 
put in in steel vessels for at least 

six months. During this aging 
time, the product gains body and 

structure.

BOTTLING
8.

The product is finally bottled and 
labelled, then it will still age a few 

months before being marketed and 
tasted.

“La Canellese” product
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MEETIng And TOAsTIng
wITH THE bEsT sPIRIT.
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VERMUT bIAncO
Vermut Bianco is the velvet celebration of sweetness, full of fresh notes of 
gentian and aromatic herbs, enriched by charming sandalwood hints.
Vermut Bianco “La Canellese” is the coolest vermouth of the family: it delights 
the finest palates with its glamour and fresh appeal, on the rocks with a lemon 
twist or mixed in delicate and creative cocktails for a floral aperitif that tastes 
like spring.

the reCipe
Melange of selected Italian white wines, sugar and top quality alcohol, enriched 
by a selection of 28 botanicals and made with a long and artisan process. 
The light bitter notes of the absinth, Roman and Alpine wormwood, of 
marjoram, sandalwood, gentian and laurel stand out.

appearanCe
Light straw yellow.

aroma
Gentle, floral, with hints of gentian.

taste
Elegant, smooth, fresh and 
pleasantly sweet.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 8 °C, in 
a tulip-shaped glass, in order to 
funnel aromas into the nose.
Excellent with a lemon twist and a 
leaf of sage.

When to taste
At cocktail time.

aLCohoL Content
16% vol.

paCkage
0,75 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

ROMAn wORMwOOd lAUREl gEnTIAn

VERMUT EXTRA dRy
Vermut Extra Dry gives with every sip all the charm and class of a polished 
and elegant vermouth. 
The fresh aroma of lemon and the spicy touch of the purest ginger, in a 
bittersweet tonic with delicate suggestions of chamomile flowers.
It is the main ingredient in cocktails internationally renowned and always 
loved, where the spirits find in Vermut Extra Dry their perfect and surprising 
match.

the reCipe
Melange of selected Italian white wines, sugar, top quality alcohol and an 
infusion of natural spices and herbs. Wormwood, costmary, sage, ginger, 
juniper berries, chamomile flowers and lemon stand out.

aroma
Floral and citrusy.

taste
Dry, with pleasant notes of 
chamomile and a lemony aftertaste.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 8 °C, in 
a tulip-shaped glass, in order to 
funnel aromas into the nose.
Perfect for the preparation of dry 
cocktails.

When to taste
At cocktail time.

aLCohoL Content
18% vol.

paCkage
0,75 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

Light golden yellow.

appearanCe

AlPInE wORMwOOd cHAMOMIlE gIngER
artemisia vaLLesiaCa anthemis nobiLis zingiber offiCinaLe artemisia pontiCa L. Laurus nobiLis genziana Lutea
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VERMUT cHInATO
Vermouth Chinato is the perfect idea for an original surprise at the end of the 
meal. An exceptional, yet atypical vermouth, almost exclusively dedicated to 
after dinner toasts.
The unmistakable intensity of rhubarb, gentian and cinnamon with exotic 
hints of nutmeg and the pleasant bitterness of digestive cinchona bark give to 
each drop a unique perspective, soft and delicate with light notes of vanilla.

the reCipe
Melange of Italian white wines, sugar and top quality alcohol, with an infusion 
of 30 fragrant roots and plants, including wormwood, calumba, marjoram, 
sweet and bitter orange zest, gentian, angelica, sage and vanilla. Colored with 
caramel.

appearanCe
Dark amber.

aroma
Rich and intense with scents of 
rhubarb, nutmeg and aloe improving 
with aging.

taste
Smooth, warm and balanced, with a 
delicate cinchona aftertaste.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 8 °C, in 
a tulip-shaped glass, in order to 
funnel aromas into the nose.

When to taste
After dinner and as a basis for 
cocktails.

aLCohoL Content
16% vol.

paCkage
0,75 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

cIncHOnA bARk VAnIllA gEnTIAn

VERMUT dI TORInO
Vermut di Torino follows the oldest tradition of “La Canellese” by keeping Rosa’s 
original recipe. Its precious and luxury red color suggests the secrets of its 
exclusive formula and opens to an exciting adventure between exotic spices 
and fresh sweet and bitter orange notes.
Vermut di Torino is the most precious vermouth of the range, mysterious and 
intense, to be enjoyed on the rocks and garnished with an orange twist.

the reCipe
Melange of selected Italian white wines, sugar and top quality alcohol, enriched 
by a selection of 30 aromatic plants. Among the herbs, Among the herbs, 
absinth, Alpine and Roman wormwood, licorice, orange, elecampane, allspice 
and nutmeg stand out. Colored with caramel.

appearanCe
Dark amber.

aroma
Gentle and orange-scented, with 
hints of gentian and nutmeg spice.

taste
The careful selection of spices gives 
to the vermouth a soft and balanced 
aftertaste, with nice orange notes.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 8 °C, in 
a tulip-shaped glass, in order to 
funnel aromas into the nose. 
Excellent with two ice cubes and an 
orange twist.

When to taste
At cocktail time.

aLCohoL Content
16% vol.

paCkage
0,75 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

AbsInTHE wORMwOOd bITTER ORAngE nUTMEg
artemisia absinthium CinChona suCCirubraCitrus aurantium vaniLLa pLanifoLiamyristiCa fragrans genziana Lutea
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dI VEnTO
aromatized barbera

Barbera chinato is the local variation of Barolo chinato, the famous aromatized 
wine of the Langhe area; its name is traditionally feminine in Italian, its color 
is typically ruby, surprisingly balsamic with notes of talc, spicy and smooth.
The delicate flavors of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wine match perfectly with the 
tasting notes of spices, roots and flowers, giving in mouth a very charming 
sensation.
Bold if accompanied by seasoned (but not blue-veined) cheese, excellent if 
paired with pastries, good alone to indulge in pleasant meditations.

the reCipe
Barbera d’Asti DOCG wine, sugar, alcohol and an infusion of 25 botanicals 
including
cinchona, cinnamon, calumba, wormwood, sweet and bitter orange.

appearanCe
Dark ruby red.

aroma
Rich in aromatic flavors of spices, 
with outstanding and persistent 
fruity notes and fine hints of vanilla.

taste
Full-bodied, smooth and complex 
with a slightly bitter aftertaste.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 9 °C. In 
a wide glass, in order to allow 
the aromas evolution with the 
oxygenation of wine. Perfect with a 
small square of chocolate.

When to taste
After dinner or as a basis for 
cocktails

aLCohoL Content
16% vol.

paCkage
0,5 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

cIncHOnA bARk VAnIllA cInnAMOn

AMARO sAn
aromatized bitter Wine

Amaro San is the rediscovery of a lost heritage. A precious and important 
formula, jealously guarded as a brilliant with the family jewels. Amaro San is 
La Canellese’s most uninhibited digestif: fragrant and highly spiced, it comes 
from the infusion of selected herbs mixed with a wine of great value. It’s an 
explosion of cinnamon, angostura, sweet and bitter orange,
juniper berries. Its taste is harmonious with final characteristic notes of 
rhubarb. Its powerful elegance gives the palate balanced and intense flavors. 
When served cold, Amaro San is a tasty amaro, but it can be also appreciated 
warm with a lemon twist as a miraculous digestive. 

the reCipe
Melange of selected white wines, sugar and alcohol, infusion of 18 roots and 
berries including angostura, Alpine wormwood, sweet and bitter orange, 
rhubarb, coriander, juniper berries. Colored with caramel, it is one of the few 
amari prepared with wine.

appearanCe
Dark amber.

aroma
Intense, thanks to the cold 
maceration that enhances flavors, 
with delicate cinnamon, rhubarb and 
elderflower notes.

taste
Bitter with a faint aftertaste of 
quinine.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 6 - 9 °C, in an 
Old Fashioned glass.
Perfect after dinner, served cold 
and straight, or warm with a lemon 
twist.

When to taste
After dinner.

aLCohoL Content
17% vol.

paCkage
0,75 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

cORIAndER JUnIPER RHUbARb
CinChona suCCirubra vaniLLa pLanifoLia Cinnamomum zeyLaniCum neesCoriandrum sativum juniperus Communis rheum rhapontiCum
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sOFFIO dI lUnA
fortified Wine

Soffio di Luna (lit. Breath of the Moon) is the perfect combination of the most 
typical aromatic wine of the territory and fine liquor craftsmanship of “La 
Canellese”.
The aromatic freshness of Moscato wine and sweet scents of cooked fruits and
honey can be intensely found in a delicate and captivating nectar with a 
woman’s touch, though strong and persistent. The best “liqueur husband” 
of pastries and hazelnut and almond biscuits, for a velvet and fragrant after 
dinner, all “La Canellese” style.

appearanCe
Amber with golden hints.

aroma
Aromatic, with scents of cooked 
fruits and honey.

taste
Elegant, with honey notes. Sweet but 
never too sweet, persistent in the 
end.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 4 - 7 °C in 
a wide glass, in order to allow 
the aromas evolution with the 
oxygenation of wine. Perfect with 
patisserie and biscuits.

When to taste
After dinner or cold with an ice cube 
at any time.

aLCohoL Content
15% vol.

paCkage
0,5 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

wHITE MUscAT

bAROlO cHInATO
aromatized baroLo

From the meeting of the most regal Piedmontese wine with precious spices 
and aromatic herbs a medicinal potion is born, becoming over the years the 
symbol of Piedmontese hospitality.
Barolo Chinato “La Canellese”, with its complex bouquet in which balanced 
gentian and cinnamon stand out, is a unique melange of exotic spices with 
excellent and rare digestive properties. Its high complexity is rich in spicy 
notes and persistence. An elegant and fine digestif and an amazing sipping 
wine. Its majesty is surprising in combination with bitter chocolate.

the reCipe
Barolo DOCG, sugar and alcohol with natural flavors of 22 fruits, herbs 
and spices including rhubarb, cinchona bark, cloves, gentian, cinnamon, 
elderflowers.

appearanCe
Dark garnet red.

aroma
Featuring a huge aromatic 
complexity of cinchona bark and 
spices.

taste
Warm and complex. The bitterness 
of quinine is well balanced by the 
smoothness of sugar and alcohol. 
A harmonious succession of flavors 
ending into a fine and bitter gentian 
note.

hoW to serve
At a temperature of 8 - 12 °C. In 
a wide glass, in order to allow 
the aromas evolution with the 
oxygenation of wine. Perfect with a 
small square of chocolate.

When to taste
After dinner.

aLCohoL Content
16% vol.

paCkage
0,5 l bottle.

made in
Calamandrana, Piedmont, Italy.

AbsInTHE wORMwOOd cIncHOnA bARk clOVEs
artemisia absinthium CinChona suCCirubra CaryophiLLus aromatiCus
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La Canellese srl

Frazione San Vito, 81/F 
14042 Calamandrana (AT)

tel. 0141 829614
fax 0141 823407

info@lacanellese.it
www.lacanellese.it


